URICNA XII Committee Meeting Minutes April 18, 2010
In Attendance
David C

John N

Jeremy B

Terry R

Brittni M

Dan

Jake

Robert B

Garrett S

Kaylum P

Prior Minutes read and accepted
Jeremy created a mission statement
We are going to hit up the hotel for the proceeding years contract at the set price of $1500.00,
but we are willing to accept $2000.00
Half of the turkey banquet for Saturday has been paid for and the remainder will be paid for at
the time of services. Approximately 1500.00 + 100.00 for 300 that includes utensil
We will try and take care of looking through the previous years banners to see what needs to be
replaced before the next meeting.
Outside of the lock situation there were no problems with the hotel last year.
David J will come and do jewelry.
H.P. Audio works, but we are going to check into Gil coming down, we will do a price
comparison.
Last years merchandise is still selling, Jeremy will take it to High Uintah Convention
Donny is no longer in the Vice Chair position, due to lack of attendance and non-fulfillment of
his duties.
Kaylum will get an eBay/PayPal account set up. Possibly sell remaining merchandise and to do
online registration.
Jeremy will get a stamp about 1 ¼ inch – TURN IT OVER
Someone will look into moving the P.O. Box to Heber and getting a change of address.
1000 flyers will be made up before next time.
Pre-registration will be $40.00 with a pin and $45.00 at the door.
We need a new supplier for drinks.
We need some people to pick up the speakers from the airport.

John and Jeremy will do an inventory of the storage shed before next time.
Mail box is due in May storage unit is due in February we have paid for a year in advance. We
will try and get it so everything is due at the same time for the sake of the next committee.
Next meeting will be June 13th at 2:00
Motion to close

